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400: An Afrikan Epic 
The Story



Liner Notes

In West Africa, the Griot, also known as the Jali or Jeli, 
served as the keeper of the culture. Like European 
libraries and books, these individuals preserved the 
history, rituals, and experiences of the tribal or ethnic 
societies they extended from. Not everyone could be a 
Griot. This exalted class of musicians/historians 
extended from hereditary lines that exist even today in 
modern Africa. In the empires and kingdoms that 
dotted Western and Sub-Saharan Africa prior to 
slavery and colonization, the Griot was central to the 
well-being of the community. The Griot did not promote 
his or her own agenda but served at the will of the 
community.  

The Griot was oral historian, mediator, model of 
integrity and morality and most of all--musician. The 
Griot linked the ancestral past with the present and 
celebrated that which was yet to come through melody, 
rhythm, dance, instruments and their stories. The 
drum, while a central aspect in defining West African 
music, was not the only instrument used, as the kora, 
as well as various types of flutes, were also associated 
with the Griot. Although instrumental performance was 
important in the ritualized practices of the Griot, the 
voice was its most powerful tool. 

When the Griot spoke, everyone listened regardless of 
age, gender, or social class. One of the primary 
reasons for this was how the principal of Nommo 
factored into the African’s world view. Nommo, which 
translated means “the power of the word,” reflected 
the belief that the spoken and sung word had the 
power to transform situations and lives. It is not too 
different from the Biblical principle of “speaking to

those things as if they were” (Romans 4:17). The word 
existed before creation, and the word sustained 
creation. The word had the ability to restore order, but 
also to challenge power structures. It is one of the 
reasons why Africans dispersed throughout the 
Diaspora either through slavery or migration, 
continued to develop oral practices and traditions that 
were based in intricate and complex wordplay. 

The power of the Griot’s voice was his or her ability to 
foster the voices of the collective community. In the 
community everyone’s voice was important. No one 
more than the other. Master Griots had the ability to 
not only foster dialogue with the community, but also 
to speak to multiple constituents in multiple dialects 
simultaneously. The Griot was multi-lingual, but not in 
the traditional contexts that have defined the use of 
that term, but more so from a generational/cultural 
perspective.  The multi-lingual nature of the Griot 
rested in his or her ability to employ many different 
musical or dialectical devices that could be 
understood by varied audiences. After all the Griot had 
to weave the historical past and present into a succinct 
narrative that was accessible to the young and old. 

Despite the physical and cultural trauma inflicted on 
the West African region through slavery and later 
colonization, the Griot continued to speak. The Griot 
spoke in the bottom of slave ships, where the stench 
and reality of death were ever present. The Griot spoke 
as black bodies stood on auction blocks where they 
were bought and sold without reservation or contrition. 
The Griot spoke in the fields of cotton, tobacco, and 
sugar that financed the building of a nation that set as 



its founding principles freedom and justice for all but 
extended it only to some. The Griot spoke when tribal 
relationships and familial ties were splintered through 
the expansion of slavery and later through migration. 
While the hereditary lines that defined the tradition of 
the Griot are no longer evident in the American 
experience, the Griot continues even today to speak.  

Three rhetorical practices link current African 
American rhetorical traditions with the practices of the 
Griot--testifying, signifying, and prophesying. Each of 
these practices speaks to the nature in which language 
has been used to link different states of being. Each of 
these practices not only extend to African American 
musical traditions, but also sync the secular and 
sacred spheres of black life. In recounting the 
successes and failures of civilizations past, the Griot 
engaged in the act of testifying, where the experiences 
of the past were used to offer guidance about 
navigating present situations. When the Griot spoke to 
the incongruences and dissonances of the present, 
this was the act of signifying, which involved using 
language in a subtle manner of critique in order to 
acknowledge the absence of order or injustice. Lastly 
when the Griot spoke of that which was yet to come, 
he or she was engaged in the act of prophesying. 
These moments consisted of celebration as well as 
warnings. Through the use of all three, the Griot met 
the social, cultural, and political needs of the larger 
community.  

As slavery has given way to Emancipation, migration, 
segregation, and disenfranchisement, Griots have 
continued to emerge to speak to serve the larger 

community, to tell the stories of their people. These 
Griots have spoken from street corners, in jukes, 
churches, nightclubs, dance halls, and even the 
European-defined concert hall. While it has been easy 
to detect the Griot’s voice in some of these places, it 
has been difficult for many (black and white) to hear 
the Griot’s connection to the concert hall. I argue that 
the emergence of the black composer in America is 
emblematic of how the Griot continues to inform 
African American practices in white-centered spaces. 
The voices of black composers and concert artists in 
concert halls provide another framework to consider 
the multi-lingual nature and the migratory culture of 
the Griot.  

Just as in the West African societies out of which the 
Griot emerged, not every black composer reflects this 
cultural tradition. Those that have, have been central in 
weaving the experiences of Africans and their 
descendants into the history of American music. In 
America, the black composer as Griot, can be traced 
back to the period of Reconstruction (ca. 1865-1877) 
when a former slave named Ella Sheppard (1851-1914) 
arranged the songs of the slave praise houses and 
fields into a new idiom that was disseminated 
throughout America and Europe first by the Fisk 
Jubilee Singers and later by comparable groups. It was 
through these songs, commonly referred to as the 
arranged spiritual, that the brutalities of slavery as well 
as the prevailing spirit of the African were spoken into 
a larger context of the American historical and cultural 
narrative. In speaking these experiences into the 
soundscape of late 19th century America and Europe, 
Ella Sheppard, and later other composers such as



Will, Eddie, Mark, & Dean after recording 7 1/2 records in 4 days.



R. Nathaniel Dett (1882-1943), and Harry T. Burleigh 
(1866-1949) crafted a language and aesthetic that linked 
the Griot with the emerging black composer. Just as the 
Griot linked the ancestral past and the present, a number 
of black composers have continued the practice of 
telling and preserving the stories of African people who 
were brought to this strange land. Just as the Griot, 
these black composers and their musical descendants 
used specific sonic signifiers that reflected the 
uniqueness of the African’s spirit—complex, layered 
rhythms, bent harmonies, and improvisation.  

Within the quickly shifting political and social climate of 
America during the 20th century, a number of black 
composers continued to use their music to speak to the 
collective black community, as well as challenge the 
exclusionary practices of white America.  The politics of 
invisibility and the white-washing of America’s slave 
past were challenged by each emerging generation and 
the multi-lingual nature of the Griot continued to be on 
full display. In the years immediately following World 
War I, a generation of composers emerged declaring a 
shift in consciousness and identity within the 
terminology “The New Negro”. This generation furthered 
the integration of black stories, black lives, and black 
music in the American concert hall through its 
promotion of orchestral and chamber music as well as 
opera. The blues, spiritual, and black folk dance rhythms 
were re-realized in new ways. William Grant Still’s Afro 
American Symphony (1930) coupled with poetic refrains 
by Paul Laurence Dunbar attempted to contextualize the 
experiences of the African from slavery to emancipation. 
It also tried to capture the hope that permeated early 20th 
century black America.   Florence Price’s Symphony in E 
minor (1932) framed its consciousness around spiritual

melodies and the syncopated rhythms of the Juba, a 
black folk dance, that represented the prevailing 
relationship between music and movement in African 
American practices. William Dawson’s Negro Folk 
Symphony (1934) reached back to Africa for its content 
and attempted to reflect what the composer referred to 
as “the missing link” between the continent and African 
Americans. Dawson’s music called for listeners to 
consider the physical and cultural disconnection 
imposed by slavery and colonization.  

The experiences of Africans throughout the Diaspora 
also became the subject of a number of operas during 
this period. Shirley Graham DuBois’ Tom Tom: An Epic 
of Music and the Negro (1932) traced the African’s arrival 
in America, the slavery experience and emancipation. 
While William Grant Still’s Troubled Island (1949) and 
Clarence Cameron White’s Ouanga (1950) explored the 
Haitian Revolution that marked Jean-Jacque Dessalines 
becoming the first black ruler of the island nation.  While 
speaking to the historical past, these works also 
reflected what was a rapidly changing soundscape in 
America’s concert halls during the intra-war years. Soon 
this concert hall made room for the other musical 
languages of the Griot as Duke Ellington blurred the line 
between jazz and concert music with works such as 
Harlem and Black, Brown, and Beige.   

In the decades immediately following World War II, black 
composers began speaking to the changing political and 
social consciousness of the time. Margaret Bond’s 
collaborations with the poet Langston Hughes, 
established him as one of the prophetic voices of the 
emerging black civil rights movement. Bond’s embracing 
of jazz harmonies and gospel nuances, as well as the  



energy conveyed through the urban blues 
practices that developed out of the cycle of 
migration that accompanied World War II shifted 
the sonic aspects of black concert music. Works 
such as the piano work Troubled Waters or art 
song The Negro Speaks of Rivers reflected how the 
progression of both the black civil rights 
movement and the Cold War with Russia were ever 
present in the consciousness and conversations of 
black composers.  Composers Olly Wilson, Undine 
Smith Moore, David Baker, and T.J. Anderson 
advanced these musical conversations within the 
classrooms that would birth the next generation, 
as the relationship between the American 
composer and the college/university deepened 
during the late 1960s and the 1970s.  

The black composer as Griot continued to speak in 
the last decades of the 20th century and is now 
represented through a generation whose 
worldview and experiences have been shaped in 
the aftermath of the Civil Rights Movement, the 
Crack and AIDS Epidemic, the Rise of the Prison 
Industrial Complex system, and the election of the 
first African American President. This generation 
continues to speak through the markers of sonic 
blackness that were shaped by their ancestors but 
has also expanded that vocabulary to include new 
musical languages, most notably hip hop, soul, 
and funk. It is from this generational context that 
400: Afrikan Epic and Mark A. Lomax II has 
emerged.



Mark A. Lomax II is not only a composer, but also a drummer, educator, and activist.  With this current project 
he adds to this list of appellations, Griot.  In many ways Mark has always shown signs of this emerging identity. 
You only need to listen to his work with his trio, the Mark Lomax Trio, the Urban Arts Ensemble, or his solo work 
as a drummer to hear how he has been sharpening his skill and coming to a deeper understanding of his 
purpose and calling during the last decade. Like the Griot of West Africa, Lomax transitions into this role 
through hereditary lines that extend from his father, Rev. Dr. Mark Lomax, Sr., and mother Cynthia Gowens, a 
gospel composer and musician in her own right. The marriage of spiritual calling, and the ability to exalt 
through word and music is grounded in Mark Lomax’s DNA. His musical, cultural and spiritual link with the 
Griot is evident in other ways as well. What first comes to mind is the multi-lingual nature of the stories he tells 
through his music. Listen and you will hear gospel, blues, Negro spirituals, traditional and popular African 
music, jazz, funk and art music all at play. Sometimes speaking individually, but most of the time in dialogue 
with one another. These musical languages reflect not only Lomax’s experiences, but his ability speak to 
different generations, different audiences. Lomax is an ardent student of African rituals and practices. One 
conversation with him will make clear how passionate he is about his work as a musician, and educator. He 
works not for himself, but like the Griot for the advancement of the community.  Through the rhythm of the drum 
Mark Lomax constructs compelling stories that attempt to reclaim missing narratives and give voice to the 
silenced.

The Epic: From Africa to America
 
One of the central literary devices used by the Griot in traditional African societies was the epic. Epics were 
long poems whose narratives focused on the exploits of a historical or legendary individual. For not only 
African, but also European societies, these poems formed the mythologies of heroic figures and promoted 
nationalistic identities. We can all recall reading the Iliad, the Odyssey or Beowulf in our high school English 
courses.  However, unlike these epic poems of Europe, the African epic tended to be very advanced in its 
performance approaches. Performances of epic poem went beyond simple recitation as Griots often augmented 
their orations with dancing, instrumental and vocal performances. The performance of an epic poem could span 
from two hours up to half a day, depending on what the Griot envisioned and the movement of the spirit. In the 
case of very lengthy poems, the Griot would divide the narrative into different episodes centered around a 
particular thematic idea.  These episodes would be presented in between musical performances and sometimes 
meals.



Just as many of the cultural practices of the Griot 
served as the foundation for the ritualistic and cultural 
practices of Africans throughout the Diaspora, so did 
the epic.  In the diasporic experience the African epic 
evo lved in to the A f ro -Modern is t ep ic tha t 
commemorated and celebrated the experiences of the 
collective, rather than the individual. The Afro-
Modernist epic also rejected the idea of a singular 
nationalistic identity, and instead reflected a 
transnational, diasporic consciousness. In America, 
the Afro-Modernist aesthetic has largely been 
associated with the literary work of African American 
poets such as Langston Hughes, and Amiri Baraka. 
However, careful examination of other forms of black 
cultural expression, reveal that the thematic/cultural 
framework of the Afro-Modernist epic was also used by 
the black composer.  Consider how William Grant 
Still’s Afro American Symphony, Duke Ellington’s 
Black, Brown and Beige, or Shirley Graham DuBois’ 
Tom Tom represented--during the first half of the 20th 
century—a historical account of the African’s 
experiences in America from slavery to up until the 
moment of their creation. Consider also how Anthony 
Davis’ X: The Life and Times of Malcolm X (1986), 
Undine Smith Moore’s Scenes in the Life of a Martyr 
(1981) or Nkeiru Okoye’s Harriet Tubman: When I 
Crossed that Line to Freedom (2013) have reclaimed 
important h is tor ic figures and the i r la rger 
contributions to the advancement of social justice and 
racial equality from the exclusionary and sometimes 
revisionist narratives of American history. 400: An 
Afrikan Epic continues in this tradition by constructing 
a musical narrative that extends from pre-colonial 
Africa through colonial America to modern,

industrialized America and a futuristic world where the 
African’s soul and presence are fully restored.

400: An Afrikan Epic is a compendium of twelve albums 
that like the epic poem, constructs an intricate and 
complete story line that is anchored by various 
overlapping stories that extend from the rhythmic 
practices of West Africa and its derivatives. Unlike 
many Afro-Modernist epics, this composition does not 
center the historical narrative on the African American 
experience but asks the listener to consider what 
existed before and after the Atlantic slave trade. The 
epic is organized into episodes that form four major 
thematic ideas: 1) remembering and celebrating the 
ancestral home before slavery and colonization; 2) the 
trauma of slavery and its aftermath; 3) commemoration 
and celebration of the individual and the collective; 4) 
the hope of the future and restoration of the essence of 
the African. Much like the epic poems of Africa, Mark 
Lomax’s weaving of different musical genres, 
instrument combinations, singing and poetry invites 
the listener to revisit that which they know, explore the 
unknown, and hope for that which is yet to be realized. 

The first narrative episode, which corresponds with the 
albums—The First Ankhcestor, Song of the Dogon, 
Dance of the Orisha, explores the spiritual/cultural 
identities that defined the ancestral home of those first 
Africans that arrived in America in 1619.  Each of these 
albums explores the complex web of cultural, religious, 
and ritualistic practices that defined the everyday lives 
of African people on the continent prior to slavery and 
colonization. The first album, The First Ankhcestor,



takes the listener on an aural tour of Africa. Through 
the exploration of African drumming traditions that 
span the continent, Lomax positions the drum as the 
essence or lifeforce of the African.  “Ngoma 
Lungundu” refers to the mythical drum that is believed 
to be the “African Ark of Covenant. Associated with the 
Senzi people, this instrument is believed to have 
guided them across the Arabian Peninsula, through 
Egypt and into Southern Africa. “Tiriba” draws on 
practices that originated amongst the Laduma people 
from western coastal Guinea. The meaning of the word 
Tiriba has evolved over the years, as it initially referred 
to an important dancer that performed with a group of 
percussionists. 

Once the dancer died, the dance itself was no longer 
performed. However, the rhythms that accompanied it 
remained popular and have been repurposed in a 
number of ways. They are now associated with ritual 
ceremonies that surrounded a young girl’s transition 
into womanhood. The rhythms accompanied a specific 

dance performed by mothers and daughters during 
these ceremonies. However, the popularity of this 
rhythmic pattern has led to it being incorporated into 
any festivity that involves dancing. “Wolosodan” is a 
dance performed by slaves who served at the royal 
courts of Mandinka Kings and their families that 
resided in south eastern Mali near the border of 
Burkina Faso. It reflects an aspect of African history 
that is often not discussed widely—slavery within the 
tribal systems. Africans did enslave other Africans 
through war, migration, and sometimes due to crime. 
However, unlike the European system of slavery, 
Africans practiced a more humane form of slavery 
where slaves retained their humanity and culture. They 
were not treated as property or chattel as with the 
Atlantic slave trade. These practices account for the 
strong retention and presence of African culture that 
took place in the South, as those early enslaved people 
believed that they were captives and would one day 
return home. 



The second and third albums, The Song of the Dogon, 
and Dance of the Orisha, examines the complex 
spiritual belief systems that governed the ritualistic 
lives of tribal groups that inhabited Western and Sub-
Saharan Africa. The Dogon, who inhabit the cliffs and 
terrain of southern Mali, developed spiritual beliefs 
that centered on astrological knowledge that continues 
to confuse Western scientists. The Dogon believe that 
this knowledge was given to them by a species of 
extraterrestrial beings they call the Nommo. They 
believe these beings came to earth from Sirius, or the 
Dog Star and serve as their spiritual guardians. The 
Nommo is represented in the architecture, wooden 
sculpture, and mask dances of the Dogon. The core 
elements that frame the Dogon’s spiritual and 
ritualistic life are represented throughout this album. 
But one of the most poignant examples comes at the 
end, with the performance of music that draws from 
the ceremony of Sigui that takes places every 60 years. 
The ceremony chronicles the history of the Dogon, 
which begins with the death of the first ancestor and 
concludes with the moment that humanity acquired the 
spoken word and can last for many years. It involves a 
long procession that moves from village to village 
where the men adorn themselves in masks, sing, and 
dance.  This ritual reflects the gendered nature of 
many of the Dogon’s rituals as the singing heard near 
the end of this performance would have only been 
performed by the men of the village. The singing is 
done in a secret language called Sigui So that women 
are prohibited from learning. However, the spirit of the 
celebration and affirmation of peace and renewal that 
surround this ceremony extends to all. Dance of the 
Orisha, continues the exploration of the supernatural 
and spiritual aspects of West Africa. Each performance

represents one of the seven primary deities that 
framed the spiritual world of the Yoruba. Both the Song 
of the Dogon, and Dance of the Orisha provide some 
listeners with some understanding of the origins of the 
myriad of spiritual practices that have developed 
throughout the Diaspora, (especially in Cuba, Haiti, 
Brazil, and North America) in the past 500 years that 
mark the beginning of the Atlantic slave trade.  

The Coming, Ma’afa, and Up South mark the ongoing 
trauma initiated first by slavery and continued through 
various forms of injustice that frame the post-slave 
experience. It is here that the narrative shifts its focus 
to the African American experience which commenced 
with the arrival of 20 Africans to Jamestown, Virginia in 
1619. This is where the 400, referenced in the title of 
this work comes into view.  400 years mark the history 
of the African in America from Jamestown to today. 
While scholars, in recent years, have debated over the 
status of the first Africans (whether they were slaves or 
indentured servants), what is known is they served as 
the progenitors of what we now call the African 
American experience. Their progeny and the progeny 
of each subsequent generation has prevailed against 
slavery, segregation, migration, economic/political 
disenfranchisement, unlawful incarceration, and 
government sanctioned violence. However, in every 
moment not only have they continued to sing and 
dance, but they have also resisted.  

Four Women, Blues in August, and Tales of the Black 
Experience document and celebrate this history of 
resistance. They also mark a rhetorical shift in the 
narrative as the narrative moves from the collective to 
the heroic efforts of particular individuals who have



led and initiated moments of resistance. Four Women 
commemorates the role Queen Nzinga, Ida B. Wells, 
Angela Davis, and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie had in 
leading their people against the tyranny, racial 
violence, and injustice. Blues in August honors the 
legacy and spirit of playwright August Wilson, and his 
role in resistance the politics of invisibility, which 
attempts to exclude the stories and experiences of 
African Americans from mainstream narratives. Tales 
of the Black Experience reflects the work of scholarly 
voices such as Lerone Bennett, Jr., James Cone, Franz 
Fanon, who have been central in situating the 
experiences of African people within the canon of 
world history. In all these albums celebrate both 
warriors and griots that have fought physical and 
ideological wars that intended on annihilating the 
individual and collective.

The last three albums, Ankh and the Tree of Life, 
Spirits of the Egungun, and Afrika United represent the 
prophesy of restoration. It projects a state of 
wholeness and completeness that the African soul will 
experience when spiritual, cultural, and natural order 
are reestablished. In this final narrative, the epic 
comes full circle musically by revisiting the essence of 
the African spirit---the rhythm of the drum. However, it 
is not the rhythms of the ancestral past that return, but 
those of the descendants and the unborn. This epic 
ends with the multiple timbres, and voices that emerge 
out of the drum kit (the African American equivalent of 
ancestral drums) that speak of the now and that which 
is yet to come. The spirit of Sankofa permeates the 
message of this episode. In what is now present-day 
Ghana, the Akan people developed a vibrant culture

that was represented in a symbolism that was not too 
different from the hieroglyphics that don the walls of 
Egypt’s pyramids. These symbols, known as Adinkra, 
represented specific proverbs and stories. One of the 
prominent images within this system of language and 
symbols is the Sankofa bird. Sankofa represents the 
concept of remembering the past in order to protect 
the future. It is in this spirit that the epic ends. 



Listen, my children to the song of the Griot.  
Listen to the words that he sings.  

Hear the rhythms that invite you to join soul, mind, body and spirit with the Griot.  
His voice lifted in song and spoken word speaks of what was.

He sings of victories, of love, and of loss. 
He speaks of the beauty that existed before they came. They who left our mother’s wombs empty. They who 

caused our fathers to cry in anguish.

He speaks of the gods that guided and watched over us.  
He invokes the Orishas to commune with us, to inhabit our being so that we transcend this 

space, this sphere.

Listen my children to the song of the Griot for he tells of things he has seen and heard—of journeys across 
bodies of water, of lost children, and of great wars.

He speaks across time and space for he is not bound by either. 
In his songs, centuries become moments, years become seconds, and generations dance together as one 

Listen my children and heed the message of the Griot for he knows that which is yet to come, of worlds have 
yet to form.  Of renewed spirit, of healed lands, of restored order. 

Listen my children for the Griot is speaking! 
Ashe!

Dr. Tammy L. Kernodle
Miami University, Oxford Ohio
2019
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I. Alkebulan: The Story of US

1. First Ankhcestor- Ngoma Lungundu 
Drum Ensemble

In the beginning, there was sound. This sound, these 
vibrations, gave birth to the Universe which was 
created in harmony with itself. Then came humanity. 
Created with the means to communicate with the 
Universal, but prone to distraction, the Universe 
created the Drum. Our first Ankhcestor, and the 
primary tool we have to unlock the key to our power 
and the wisdom of the Universe through rhythm. This 
natural rhythm kept humanity in balance and 
communion with the Universal All, and with nature 
here on Earth. 

Earth. Wind. Fire and Water. These four manifestations 
of nature’s strength are the powerful, untamable, 
unpredictable forces that can give life or destroy it. So 
too, was the power of rhythm until the western world 
worked to rein in its power through such man made 
constructs as “musical time” and notation. Rhythm is 
the unseen force that, when harnessed appropriately, 
can reconnect humanity with the Universe.

The Ancients understood the power of the Drum and 
its vibrations (rhythm), and those families who were 
chosen dedicated their lives to its study and protection 
developed an oral tradition to carry on its secrets for 
generations. This sacred tradition crossed the Atlantic 
with us and began to evolve as we did. When the Drum 
was taken away, its energy adapted and was expressed

Composer’s Notes expressed through clapped hands and the stomping of 
feet. When the oral tradition was disrupted because 
children and parents were sold away from each other, 
the Drum energy buried itself in our DNA. 

As time wore on, we forgot the Drum and became 
accustomed to the linear rhythms of Europe. However, 
the Drum never left us. Embedded safely within our 
DNA, the Drum expressed itself in how we walked, 
talked, clapped, danced, sang, lived and worked. This 
sacred vibration allowed us to take the worst of human 
suffering and make something beautiful. We took 
scraps from the tables of christian men and women 
who claimed ownership of our bodies, and created 
culinary delicacies. That was the Drum. We took a 
foreign language and created something beautiful, the 
Blues. We learned sacred songs sung in celebration of 
a god we didn’t know, and made something beautiful, 
the Spiritual. That was the Drum. Our bodies became 
drums. Our tools became drums, and every instrument 
we learned after emancipation became a drum.

We forgot the Drum. We forgot its language, but its 
eternal vibration never forsook us. This, the first 
recording of 400: An Afrikan Epic, reflects the 
Sankofan element of the first section of the cycle and 
marks the return of the Drum to our collective 
consciousness. A return to the original vibration. The 
supreme energy that gave birth to the Universal All that 
exists within every Human being. 

Remember! Remember when we, Afrikans, ruled the 
world and decided our own fate. 

Remember! Remember when we created math and 
science in the quest to better understand our 
relationship to the Creator. 



Mary Davis & Edwin Bayard



Remember! Remember when we lived in balance 
with the Earth and each other. 

Remember!! Remember, and it will be again. Our 
Ancestor Kwame Toure once said that “Power 
begins at the point of conception,” so to does 
healing. A people without a past have no future. A 
people with only trauma in their past can only 
have trauma in their future. We remember back to 
a time before slavery, so we can heal past it and 
create a better future and a better world for those 
yet unborn.

The drummers on this recording function to help 
our Spirits recall what was so we can BE today 
and create tomorrow. Baba Mehib, guided by the 
Ancestors, chose the rhythms we recorded in his 
basement on that Sunday afternoon in August. 
Although I’d spent years watching and listening to 
them play at my father’s church, this was my first 
time playing with Baba Mehib, Babar Barago, and 
brother Freddie. There was no need for a 
rehearsal. Each of us shared a story about how 
the Drum had a transformative impact on our lives 
and we played. This confirmed what the Drum had 
taught me as a teenager, that the true voice of the 
Drum reflected the voice of the All. That basement 
became a sacred place. The Drum spoke and the 
Ancestors were pleased. 

It is my humble prayer that the vibration captured 
on this recording helps bring the listener into an 
optimal state of being. - MLII

l-r: Baba Mehib, Baba Barago, 
& Freddie Kelley



Tracks:

1) Ngoma Lungundu- An improvisational 
offering to the Ancestral Spirit and introduces 
the Ancestral theme. 

2) Tiriba- dance rhythm often associated with 
the rites of passage for a young lady.

3) Wolosodon- dance rhythm of slaves of the 
Mandinkan royal court and homage to the 
strength of Afrikans in America whose 
ancestors were enslaved.

4) Gombé- Sankofan rhythm
5) Talking Drums- the passing of wisdom from 

the Afrikan Drum to its descendant the Drum 
Spirit of Afrkans in America. Manifestations 
of the same 

6) Casa- Harvest celebration!

Musicians:
Mark Lomax, II- drum set & Afrikan percussion
Baba Mehib (Larry Holmes)- Afrikan percussion
Baba Barago (Johnny Hayes)- Afrikan 
percussion
Freddie Kelley- Afrikan percussion



2. Song of the Dogon- The Mark Lomax 
Quartet
Song of the Dogon was commissioned by The Wexner Center for 

the Arts and premiered at the Wexner Center for the Arts in 
Columbus, Ohio on June 3th, 2016.

The Dogon are a mysterious people situated in a 
region between the Upper Volta and Mali in West 
Africa. Their cosmology holds that the first of their 
people came from Potolo— the star Western 
astronomers call Sirius B — and found their way to 
West Africa from Nubia. Perplexed by their advanced 
knowledge, Western scientists have long sought to 
understand how it is that a people without modern 
comforts and technology have an ancient astrological 
knowledge of a dead star that is only visible to the 
naked eye once every sixty years. How did they learn 
about its density and orbit around Sirius A? How did 
they acquire knowledge of the wider universe 
(including string theory), metaphysics, natural 
elements (they’ve identified 266 where modern 
scientists have currently only registered 118), and the 
human body at the atomic level? The Dogon are a 
fascinating and peculiar people for whom even the 
mundane act of drawing water contains a lesson in 
spiritual principals and advanced science. 

The music that comprises this composition is inspired 
by, and derives from, Dogon culture and cosmology. 
The opening material is a sonic representation of the 
Dogon’s arrival to earth from Potolo, while the 
traditionally inspired rhythms provide the foundation 
of the indigenous call-and-response aspect of the 
work. This chant-like material derives directly from 
traditional Dogon melodies and serves as a fertile

source for improvisational exploration. Here, the 
composer has worked to create an organic hybrid 
between musical aesthetics by building upon the 
similarities between Dogon traditional music and the 
lined-hymn styles of the Black church. Each musician 
shares the responsibility for melodies and rhythms 
while harmonies are mostly improvised. The key to a 
successful performance is for the musicians to 
recount the cosmological narrative in a way that 
seamlessly blends aleatoric techniques (guided 
improvisation) with precomposed materials. 

Song of the Dogon was premiered in 2016 at The 
Wexner Center for the Arts in Columbus, Ohio on the 
campus of The Ohio State University where I was told 
as a student that there was no value in creating “art 
music” on African and African American themes. We 
played to a capacity crowd that night proving that 
there’s definitely a difference between theory and 
practice. 

The premier was arranged for piano, drums, and 
tenor saxophone. We had the opportunity to present 
the work again during a residency at Denison 
University in 2017, and an arrangement was made for 
the full quartet. This recording represents the third 
reading of the work in as many years. Eddie, Will, and 
Dean are some of the most brilliant musical minds 
I’ve ever heard and I’m honored to call them family!

MLII



Movements:

I. Po Tolo: Sirius B the Dogon word for the star 
Sirius B, this is where they believe they came 
from.

II. Amma: God
III. The Pale Fox: The Dogon tradition includes 

spiritual persons who read the tracks of the 
Pale Fox, an ancestral spirit that guides the 
people

IV. Blessing of the Agon: The Agon is the person 
charged with maintaining the cultures spiritual 
balance

V. Leb (sacred serpent): is the sacred serpent 
that led the Dogon across the Sahara to the 
Upper Volta region of Mali a millennia ago

VI. Nommo: 8 Great Ancestors of Creation: 
references the power of words in some West 
African cultures, but is the name of the 8 Great 
Ancestors of Creat ion in the Dogon 
cosmology

VII. Sigui: is the Festival of renewal which is 
celebrated every 60 years when Po Tolo is 
closest to the earth (they know this w/o the 
use of modern technology such as telescopes)

Musicians:

Mark Lomax, II- dr
Edwin Bayard- t. sax
William Menefield- pno
Dean Hulett- bs



Photo by Amirah Lomax



3. Dance of the Orisha- The Mark Lomax 
Quartet

Dance of the Orisha was conceived as a musical 
homage to the IFA spiritual tradition of the Yoruba 
people in Nigeria. In this tradition, Oludumare is a 
benevolent deity that has provided all that is necessary 
to live and sustain in the Universe. It is a spiritual 
conception where everything is connected, all is one 
and, in this way, is representative of the composers 
research of spiritual traditions throughout the 
continent of Afrika. This is a sense of how we 
(Afrikans) were, how we engaged the All prior to the 
rise of Europe and the subsequent destruction of many 
of our sacred traditions and cultural practices.  

Though all-knowing, ever-present and non-gendered, 
Oludumare, does not engage in the daily lives of 
Humanity. Instead, it created Orisha from the various 
vibrations in the Universe. Each Orisha has a specific 
function and are the energies through which Humanity 
engages the Universe. 

For this composition, the omnipresence of Oludumare 
is depicted through the 12-note scale from which each 
movement, representing a different Orisha, derives. 
Every member of the quartet was given a theme and 
mode with the instruct ion to lead a group 
improvisation from the source material. In this way, the 
aleatoric nature of the performance reflects the 
unpredictable ways in which the Orisha interact with 
Humanity.

MLII

The Movements:

I. Obatala, the lord of divinities, is the oldest of the 
Orisha and king of the religion in Orun (Heaven). He 
is the father of many Orishas and is given great 
respect and deference. Obatala protects all people, 
and acts as a guardian for those who do not know 
who their guardian Orisha is. 

II. Ogún, the god of iron, is a powerful warrior who 
defends his people and fights against injustice. 
Ogún makes use of technology to create tools and 
weapons. The father of civilization, it is told that his 
was the path from Orun to Ayé (Earth) that allowed 
Humanity and the Orishas to come to the Earth and 
used the tools he created to build cities and create 
culture. 

III. Oshoshi, the hunter, holds us to high ethical 
standards, and is often depicted as the force for 
justice in the world. He rules the courts and other 
executors of the law and helps us attain our goals 
while maintaining an ethical and straight path 
through life. 

IV. Elegguá, god of the crossroads. It is said that 
Elegguá was the first Orisha created by Olodumare 
and witnessed creation unfold. He is the force 
through which Universal energy moves from one 
place to another. He also facilitates divination by 
communication to and for the Orisha and 
Olodumare.

V. Oyá is a fierce and powerful warrior Orisha. She is 
the lord of the marketplace and keeps the gates of 
the cemetery. She directs the forces of change in 
nature and life, and charges into battle with 
lightening as her weapon. Her asé is changing and 
protective.



VI. Oshún is the youngest of Olodumare’s 
children. The Orisha of love, beauty, 
femininity and sensuality, Oshún is the full 
force of feminine energy. She lives in the 
worlds rivers and represents all that 
makes life good.

VII.Yemayá is the mother of all living things 
and ruler of all the Earth’s waters, Yemayá 
birthed the stars, moon, sun, and many of 
the Orishas. She lives in the ocean, has a 
protective and nurturing energy, and is a 
fierce warrior that won’t hesitate to kill 
those who threaten her progeny. 

Musicians:

Mark Lomax, II- dr
Edwin Bayard- t. sax
William Menefield- pno
Dean Hulett- bs



4. The Coming- The Mark Lomax Quartet

In 2015, author and friend Daniel Black was promoting 
his new book at a gospel concert in Atlanta, Georgia 
where he teaches at Clark Atlanta University and was, 
at that time, the musical director at my father’s church. 
His description of the book and how the Ancestors 
dictated the narrative to him instantly drew me to the 
work. Upon reading the first page, I knew that I had to 
create a piece of music inspired by this story. The 
music follows the three-part scheme of the book and 
Daniel was gracious enough to read four excerpts of 
the text to narrate the musical version of the story. 

Jua is Swahili for “sunshine.” This movement 
represents a time when life on the continent was 
determined by people who were born on the continent. 
It begins with the author's voice telling the story of us 
accompanied by the drum. Describing the spiritual and 
cultural nature of our being, the completeness of a 
humanity developed over hundreds of thousands of 
years he says, “[w]e were wonderful, but we were not 
flawless. We knew excellence because we knew failure. 
We were human beings.” The next section introduces a 
melody set to a buoyant quasi-highlife rhythm. After 
the melodic statement and improvisat ional 
commentary by Bayard, the mood turns ominous as 
the rhythm section begins to intone the sacred Bembé 
rhythm. This prayer pleads with the Ancestors and the 
Orisha for strength to weather the coming storm. Dr. 
Black continues, “[w]e didn’t know we wouldn’t return. 
We simply believed some terrible calamity had befallen 
us, that our Gods had let tragedy come because we 
had not honored them. But we were wrong.” 

In the second movement, Matumwa (bondage), the 
music depicts the perilous and inhuman journey from

the western coast of Afrika to the “New World.” 
Accompanied by Hulett’s bass, the author explains 
how everything in our spiritual world sent signs that 
we ignored. “Now we know that prophesies come to 
one generation and materialize in another.” Instead of 
being suspicious when the missionary’s came we 
welcomed them… because we were human. “With 
open arms, we embraced those who looked nothing 
like us, assuming all life honors life. We were wrong.” 
This movement is built upon an ostinato in the drums 
that represents the inevitability of change. After a brief 
melodic statement by the saxophone, pianist William 
Menefield takes up the narrative and brings the listener 
across the Atlantic. 

Uponyaji Mababu (Ancestral healing) takes off where 
Black’s book ends. The author states, “…we had to die 
that we might live again.” The rhythms have shifted. 
No longer based in the Afrikan tradition, this 
movement reflects the evolution of the Afrikan Spirit 
which gave birth to Black America, a distinct ethnic 
group and culture defined by a genetic and cultural 
connection to both Afrika and Europe while not being a 
citizen of either. An ethnic group that was born on the 
continent of North America, yet not of any geopolitical 
state on the continent that they have yet to be fully 
enfranchised politically and economically, though this 
culture enriches the bank accounts of Americans who 
have always profited from the genius of this culture in 
search of a home. The healing that our Ancestors offer 
is a spiritual connection to the energy that created the 
world. The knowingness of who we are, simply 
because we are. Ubuntu, I am because you are. We are 
the people who carries the genetic makeup of the 
world. It is only when we embrace the true nature of 
who we are that we’ll find our power. We are the world, 
and we can save it by saving ourselves!- MLII



Movements:

I. Jua 
II. Matumwa
III. Uponyaji Mababu

Musicians:

Mark Lomax, II- dr
Edwin Bayard- ts
William Menefield- pno
Dean Hulett- bs



Will conducting The Urban Art Ensemble



II. Ma’afa: Forgetting to Remember 
and Remembering to Forget

5. Ma’afa- The Urban Art Ensemble

A Kiswahili term meaning “great tragedy,” Ma’afa 
denotes the period of time of the first enslaved 
Afrikans being captured and brought to the “New 
World” to the present day as their descendants still 
face oppression, repression, and disenfranchisement. 
Just look at this week’s news to see the state 
sanctioned killing of unarmed Black people, the “racial 
wealth gap,” the remaining effects of redlining and 
other federally sanctioned policies that have trapped 
many of Afrika’s descendants in the most marginalized 
social, political, and economic contexts in America. 
The evidence is right in front of us, and growing as the 
days go by. The institution of slavery not only built the 
wealth of the nation, but it continues to keep it from 
being great. 

The first movement, Captured, depicts the chaos of the 
slave raids where Human beings were captured by 
European and African traders to be sold as chattel. 
European slave traders leveraged ethnic divisions, 
ambition, and offers of advanced weaponry to buy 
cooperation and loyalty from those Africans who 
would stoop to such depths for profit and power. 
Often, the weapons and affiliation were used to keep 
their own people “safe” from the white man who 
sought Black bodies. Chaotic and dense, the music 
draws from earlier themes for melodic fragments. The 
saxophone opens with the Ogún theme from Dance of 
the Orisha, and the repeated fragments of melody in

he strings derive from the Oludumare scale. The 
symbolism is the invocation of Spirit for help with this 
new enemy. As we learned in The Coming, that help did 
not come. 

Day 1: On the Ship. This scene opens with wailing and 
moaning sounds in violins and viola. The cello and 
bass mimic the creaking wood of the ship as it rocks 
back and forth on the ocean. Violins, viola, and 
soprano saxophone intone the ancestral melody. A 
lonely and desperate prayer for help. The drums begin 
beating an incessant rhythm undergirding the call and 
response between the Hulett and string quartet and  
Bayard’s blues. “Why me?” “Who are these 
monsters?” “What did I do to deserve such 
treatment?” “Where am I going?” “What will happen to 
me when I get there?” 

Day 45: Rebellion. Less dazed and confused than 
angry, the captured Afrikans begin to put aside their 
language and cultural differences in hopes of taking 
the ship and returning home. Bassist Hulett leads the 
conversation and Bayard leads the battle. The rhythms 
in the drums shift to a more “Afrikan” 6/8 pattern and 
the power of the Drum rises as the Afrikans rise up 
against their captors. With little more than hope and 
desperation as weapons, the mutiny is put down 
harshly. 

Day 60. The Middle Passage… 90 days at sea packed 
like inanimate cargo with barely space to breath and 
further constrained by shackles. Laying in puddles of 
diseased communal vomit and feces. Sustained by 
exercise time on deck to keep the muscles “loose.” 
Women and children abused by the ships crew, at will, 
though not enough to “damage” the cargo and the 
sales price. Fed something that wouldn’t pass for food 



by any humane standards. Those who refused to eat were force-fed, even having their teeth knocked out to 
force the mash down their throats. Many chose to die. They were thrown overboard to the sharks, so used to 
this pattern that they swam with the ships awaiting the inevitable free meal. 

Day 90. The ship arrives to the new world and the music shifts to foreshadow the evolution of a new culture. 
The melody, introduced by the viola, derives from a Spiritual composed by Lomax. The string quartet repeats 
the choral melody as Bayard and Hulett make soulful and melancholy blues statements. The drum now, 
represents the whip. Afrikans are marched from the ship to the holding pins. Housed as chickens in a coop. 
They are beaten. They die. They disappear. They are separated from their children, from each other, from 
themselves. They are reborn. Remade to meet this new world. In order to survive, they must become. That, is 
the beauty of the Spiritual and the Blues. One music with two sides representing the birth of the double 
consciousness that has helped us survive and, in some cases, thrive in this place called America. 

MLII



Movements:

I. Captured
II. Day 1: On The Ship
III. Day 45: Rebellion
IV. Day 60
V. Day 90

Musicians:

Mark Lomax, II- dr
Edwin Bayard- t. & s. sax
Dean Hulett- bs
William Manley- vln
Erin Gilliland- vln
Norman Cardwell Murri- vla
Mary Davis- cello
William Menefield- conductor



Mary Davis & Norman Cardwell-Murri



6. Up South: Conversations on American 
Idealism- The Mark Lomax Trio
Spring semester of 2017 I had an incredible 
opportunity to be the first Mellon Resident Artist with 
the Department of Dance at Dennison University 
(Granville, Ohio) with the expectation that I lecture on 
and perform my work. I took this as a perfect 
opportunity to compose, premier, and record as much 
of the music for 400: An Afrikan Epic as I could! We 
presented four concerts and 7 lectures or other types 
of engagement with students. The first was music 
conceptualized for two performances with professor 
Stafford Berry and his dance company, The Berry & 
Nance Dance Project. Both BNDP and The Mark Lomax 
Trio presented new work separately and together. On 
the way to the performance the first night Eddie, Dean, 
and I were discussing how everything is connected. 
There really is no separation between people and 
anything else in the world… in the cosmos. All is one, 
but we are socialized to see the world in such a 
fragmented way, I believe, to prevent us from upsetting 
the status quo. What would happen to racism if white 
people and people of color began to see themselves 
and each other as Human beings? Hmmm…

In the spirit of the conversation around connectivity, I 
began thinking about how we were taught that the 
North was so different from the South with respect to 
slavery and general treatment of Afrikans in America. 
Not true. Recent books such as The Color of Money: 
Black Banks and the Racial Wealth Gap (Mehrsa 
Baradan, 2018), The Color of  Law (Richard Rothstein, 
2018), and others show how many of the ways in which 

Black people have been discriminated against, even 
after slavery, has been as a result of federal policy. 
That means that it didn’t matter where you were, being 
Black had an automatic tax. This tax still exists in 
many ways. 

The improvisations presented here, recorded over two 
evenings, represent a musical conversation around 
American Imperialism at home and abroad. The North 
was more diplomatic about its racism, but it was still 
racist. The Founding Fathers did not include us in their 
declaration of independence, their assertion that all 
men were created equal, or their thoughts on life, 
liberty, and the pursuits of happiness. They had no 
thought for the human beings that were legally owned 
by many of them because humanity was relegated to a 
set of criteria that was anti-melanin, and anti-woman. 
Thus, the North also found ways to profit from slavery. 
It also discriminated against and upheld the 
disenfranchisement of non-whites. 

This ability to negate the humanity of Afrikans, women 
(regardless of ethnicity), and First Nation peoples is 
the through-line to all of the country’s current cultural 
divides. Because this country has used force (militias, 
mobs, police, CIA, FBI etc.) to at best divide and at 
worst kill leaders of Black America who would have 
helped this people become full participants in the 
American experiment, because this country has used 
similar means to commit crimes against humanity just 
short of genocide against First Nation peoples, and 
because this country continues to wage war against 
Black and Brown peoples all over the world, I believe 
we can assert with great confidence that ethnic, 
cultural, and psychological violence as a result of



racist ideology is a core value of the American 
construct. Such being the case, it is no wonder that 
contemporary America continues to have issues with 
becoming a society that values people because they 
are Human. It makes perfect sense that we don’t 
socialize our youth to be better people as much as we 
teach them to be good consumers. Denying the right of 
people to BE, is a kind of violence that has far reaching 
implications, and if we truly want to be great, this is the 
nature of conversation we need to have. We must 
practice a new and humane idealism that places 
people in an egalitarian construct that allows Humans 
to be and exist in the most optimized way possible. 

MLII



Tracks:

1. First Conversation
2. Second Conversation 

Musicians:

Mark Lomax, II- dr
Edwin Bayard- t. sax
Dean Hulett- bs





7. Four Women- UCelli, The Columbus 
Cello Quartet

Four Women was commissioned by UCelli: The Columbus Cello 
Quartet and supported by the Johnstone Fund for New Music. 
Four Women premiered at the Pizzuti Collection in Columbus, 

Ohio on July 5th, 2018.

 I. Portrait of Queen Nzinga (1583-1633)

Somewhere Between Here And Free

Somewhere between here and free, 
before Angola, Ndongo abided by its own splay of sun 
and power.  
Insisted on their own infinite versions of memory and 
life.  
Their own bodies of unfinished work.  
The Portuguese persisted, prized heavy intervals of 
colony, blood, and sea.
Nzinga, a woman warrior crowned. 
Refused and compromised. Towered over hand and 
handling. 
Fought for meaning and saying, dwelling of deep 
incisions.   
Kept sun and brass and black leaves soaring.  
Preserved a pure regard. Provided refuge and fierce 
history,  
a work of weapon and wielding.  
She refused to kingdom the New World. Hand her 
people  
another buffet of strong gusts and scorching.     
She fastened a paradox, halting and team. 
Ruled with a ruthless kindle. Where space became a

field of incident.  
Exacted a severing 30-year war. Honor over colony.   
Refused to trade blood for treasure until frontier, fate, 
wage,  
became a common blood, a sweeping rebellion,  
a stem divided by many sharp petals.
Plight up close wielded bizarre power. Deep red slope, 
hard beat to enemy.  
An entire kingdom resisted colony, 
inherited landscape, movement, and measured 
mythical head. 
An entire kingdom compromised to exile. 
Spilled out as pushing and squirming, creation far 
afield.  
An entire kingdom, limb and lyric labored as 
themselves. 

Held on to their own death and chances. 
An entire kingdom moved westward. Matamba 
sounded like refuge, rebellion, and arms. 
Like children raised to resist thieves. Like open soil 
and shattering.  
An entire kingdom resisted, invaded and intervened. 
Insisted on sanctuary, on breath and hubris and free.

-Dionne Custer Edwards



Composer’s note:

The first Queen of the Mbundu people of present day 
Angola, central Afrika, Queen Nzinga successfully led 
her people in a 30 year war against Portuguese 
colonization showcasing both her military prowess 
and high-stakes diplomacy. In 1627, after forming 
alliances with former rival states, she led her army 
against the Portuguese, initiating a thirty-year war 
against them. She exploited European rivalry by 
forging an alliance with the Dutch who had conquered 
Luanda in 1641. With their help, Nzinga defeated a 
Portuguese army in 1647. When the Dutch were in turn 
defeated by the Portuguese the following year and 
withdrew from Central Africa, Nzinga continued her 
struggle against the Portuguese. Now in her 60s she 
still personally led troops in battle. She also 
orchestrated guerrilla attacks on the Portuguese which 
would continue long after her death and inspire the 
ultimately successful 20th Century armed resistance 
against the Portuguese that resulted in independent 
Angola in 1975. Despite repeated attempts by the 
Portuguese and their allies to capture or kill Queen 
Nzinga, she died peacefully in her eighties on 
December 17, 1663. 

This piece starts with celli imitating the drums of war 
which represent the war campaign of the Ngola (King), 
Nzinga’s father. His death, represented by a 
melancholic solo melody, ushers in a time of great 
uncertainty under the new Ngola, Mbande, Nzinga’s 
half brother. His incompetence led the people to 
consider her council and leadership, and his eventual 
suicide. It was in this climate that Nzinga rises to 
become the first Ngola. She demanded to be called 
King, and all the respect that was shown to her father.

The period of mourning and uncertainty gives way to 
Nzinga’s quest to keep her people safe. She depended 
on the strength of women who were close to her, on 
the ancestors whom she often consulted, and on the 
people themselves from whom she drew her strength. 

Nzinga led her people in a 30 year war against the 
Portuguese. Her victories turn what was once a 
melancholy melody into a song of reverence and 
respect played by all. Being the first female head of her 
people, she had to balance public displays of feminine 
energy with displays of masculine, war-ready strength. 
This piece works to strike that balance with supple 
melodies, striking rhythms, and the war drums that 
provide bookends to the work. 

l-r: Mary Davis, Wendy Morton, Cora Kuyvenhoven, 
Pei-An Chao & Mark after the premier of Four Women



Bell

It took over a century to remove the rope from the flesh  
of the neck. Sign it on paper, with a pen,  

and a few fresh hands on an old bill. Acknowledge  
a brown body hung from a tree, vein dripping from under chin  
 
to throat to chest, as something America did and does  
not mention over news, meals, and morning coffee. Stretch of steam  
 
climbing out of a fine-spun rim or pressed with sweat, dripping  
from a limb. We do not recognize the sound of a throat 

grasping at stars. The history books are missing the middle passages. 
Fractures of a strange and abundant empty. All the names America 

forgot to mention, sit in the ink drip spine of a book, a crease,  
a change statement. Have you ever imagined the flat of a bare foot 

pressed against the sunset? A crowd of hot stale air quilting a body  
born, then bred, then strung up like a light. I write the black past 

she said. Pamphlet begging the letters to make a country believe 
all these brutal sentences. She wrote the life out of a knot.  
 
Did what black women do in a country spilling of sins.  
When the people shifted from south to north 

and found new walls for dreams, more miles and blood.  
And if a word might erect a movement, there were many ringing  

from her tongue and temple. Scribbling a demand  
of freedom. Phantom rhythm lingering from her pen.
 
-Dionne Custer Edwards

II. Portrait of Ida B. Wells Barnett (1862-1931)



Composer’s Note:

Ida B. Wells Barnett was a woman who overcame 
seemingly insurmountable odds to become a force for 
justice. Born into slavery, she grew up to become a 
fearless educator, organizer, businesswoman, and 
reporter who used the power of the pen to expose the 
grave injustices happening all over the south. Before 
Rosa Parks’ act of civil disobedience sparked the 
Montgomery Bus Boycott, Mrs. Wells Barnett had 
brought a lawsuit against a railroad for discriminatory 
practices after having been dragged off a train for 
refusing to give up her seat to white passengers. She 
was one of the first to do so, and she won. Mrs. Ida is 
also credited as one of the first people to write about 
the inhumanity of lynchings in lurid detail. Her fight for 
justice not only brought her renown and respect in 
America, but also in England.  

Mrs. Wells Barnett not only wrote about the 
disenfranchisement of Blacks in America and the 
general gender disparities, both of which still plague 
this country, she also worked to build infrastructure to 
bring about social change. Mrs. Wells Barnett was part 
of the group that organized the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), she 
organized several women’s clubs among Negro 
women, created organizations for youth in Chicago, 
promoted civic engagement and ran for office. Mrs. 
Wells Barnett was critical of both southern whites and 
northern white liberals having a keen understanding 
that racism had no geographical limitations. She was 
also critical of members of her own ethnic group whom 
she thought weren’t doing all they could to advance 
the cause of justice and equality. 

The music in this portrait seeks to capture Mrs. Wells 
Barnett’s elegance and fire while acknowledging the 
horrors of lynching. In rondo form, the main theme is, 
in effect, a figure that draws from the spirituals and the 
blues as she was both a woman of the world who had 
great faith. The second and third themes are laments 
each depicting a lynching from the perspective of the 
human being lynched. The composer imagines a 
horrible sense of fear matched only by a great faith in 
the god of Abraham that was, and is still, common in 
Black families. How else could this people have 
survived slavery only to live through the more than 
4,000 acts of domestic terrorism brought about by 
lynching? The fourth theme is an actual blues that 
depicts Mrs. Wells Barnett’s return to the south to free 
two Black men who were falsely accused of a crime, in 
spite of being threatened with death if she ever 
returned to that region. The original theme returns and 
ends triumphantly reflecting a life lived well and in 
service to the greater good.

America would not know the extent to which Blacks 
were persecuted in the south after slavery had legally 
ended if it were not for the valiant research and 
reporting of Mrs. Ida B. Wells. Her work to create 
equitable standing between white and Black people, 
men and women, rich and poor, created a lasting 
legacy that should never be forgotten. 



Persist

It took a legacy of bars, letters, and allies for us 
to follow the crumbs of fearless. Crevice a listen. 

She taught us how to unfold ourselves. 
Become arbiters of peace. Keepers of matter, 

gut, and opposites. Members of a body 
of work banding a sour strange pour of injustice 

to the slow way of change. Like laws 
and butterfly wings, she raised an unwilling. 

A complex storage of people in squares, iron, 
and sentences. Showed us a way to collide 

with history. Raise it as sirens. Sound and route 
a rebellion leafed on trees. Muscle trouble 

and thorns. Crawl through a cascade of reckoning. 
More than borders, political victors, and war. 

She is a voice filled with journeys. Radical 

sparks above her shoulders. Mind, a splay 
of maps. How do you disrupt the silence? Exist.

-Dionne Custer Edwards

III. Portrait of Angela Davis (1944- )



Composer’s Note:

Born in Birmingham, Alabama on January 26, 1944, 
Angela Davis grew up with her parents and siblings in 
a middle-class Black neighborhood where houses 
were bombed so often by the Klu Klux Klan that it 
became known as “dynamite hill.” Her experiences 
with racism in Birmingham included watching her 
father and others defend themselves, families, and 
property against the KKK and being harassed by the 
police for organizing interracial study groups as a 
teenager. After graduate school (Ph. D, Humbolt 
University in East Berlin, Germany), Dr. Davis accepted 
a teaching position at the University of California, Los 
Angeles where she found herself at odds with the 
administrat ion due to her associat ion with 
communism. It was her association with the Soledad 
Brothers that placed her on center stage as an enemy 
of the state of California and a prominent face of the 
Black Power Movement when she was charged with 
murder. Defending herself, Dr. Davis was acquitted 
after having spent 18 months in solitary confinement. 
She then became a full-time lecture, author, and 
activist fighting for the rights of all oppressed people. 
Dr. Davis continues to give voice to the voiceless in 
her recent book Freedom Is a Constant Struggle: 
Ferguson, Palestine, and the Foundations of a 
Movement (2016).

Portrait of Angela, composed as one of four portraits 
of significant women from Africa and its diaspora, is 
both an attempt to pay tribute to Dr. Davis’ 
contributions and create an aural depiction of her 
struggle, individually, and within the context of global 
human rights. Structurally, the piece has three sections

The first contains a lyrical melody played against an 
ominous ostinato in 5/4 time representing growing and 
becoming as a human being under duress as a result 
of Americas structural racism. The second section is 
comprised of layered rhythms that work together, but 
not in obvious ways. The foundational rhythm of 8th 
notes in 3/4 time is carried by cello 4 although the 
harmonic rhythm retains a semblance of the preceding 
5/4 structure. This rhythm is represents how racism is 
embedded in the very core of American society and is 
always shifting in such a way that many who would 
stand against it often lack the tools to adequately 
exorcize this virus from our society. Cello 3 plays a 
rhythmic figure equating to four beats against Cello 4’s 
three beats. 4/4 time is the standard in Western popular 
music and, here, represents always pushing forward 
toward an optimal existence. The first and second cello 
parts continue the dotted quarter note melodic pattern 
now interspersed with 16th note figures that exist 
beyond the rhythmic limitations of the 3rd and 4th 
parts. This represents the vibrancy of the human spirit 
that Dr. Davis represents and fights for.  

The final section represents the path Dr. Davis has 
taken to become one of the world’s leading voices and 
thinkers regarding human rights. The solo melody in 
cello 4 represents Dr. Davis’ time in solitary 
confinement. Call and response is used as a melodic 
technique throughout the piece. Here it symbolizes the 
organizing work that was being done around the world 
to support Dr. Davis’ release. The ensemble regains 
prominence as the story moves from prison to her 
more than 40 years of work to empower those of us 
who care to recognize our own power and work to 
build a just and equitable world for all. 






IV. Portrait of Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (1977- )

The Root Word Is Home

The root word is home
because the road to tomorrow sounds like thunder. 
Here  
never splits between blades of grass, 
but always elopes from garden and seed to head of 
table.  
A honeymoon, with no boundaries. 
Here,  
is a riot of indigo. A draft of wisdom and splintering.  
An entire palette of stitches and spines. 
Where did you find your voice? 
Here.  
Loud enough to dictate 
all sides of the room, shards of flint  
new middles, somewhere between tempered glass and 
rainwater. 
Harvested out of open mouth to something lived, to 
line,   
to on some page in a bound book on the shelf. 
Here,  
the color is an exact whisper,  
an old-fashioned desire, a certain obsolete word. 
Here,  
and there, have crossed the bridge thousands of times.

Here,  
we practice language. Write the way someone might 
paint. 
Speak the way someone might dance with ancestors.
Might spend a hundred days in volumes of solitude, 
in outspoken silence. 
The root word is home.  
The river in the distance, the clouds, fragments, 
short blossoms, doors and parables. 
Gifts of somber, joyful art 
ring of fortune, temper, time, blue strokes for rain. 
How many dreams drag through the neutral day? 
How many words survive the sea? 
How many find story, curves, thighs, and bones? 
There is joy and custom yet to tell. 
String of beads dangling light on the porch. 
How do you decorate life in a few hundred pages? 
How do you tell a truth? 
How do you change seasons? Delight in refrain. 
Cast melody colored statues, stage floors and 
ceilings?  
The windows are open. How do you say home?

-Dionne Custer Edwards



Composer’s Note: 

Nigerian born best-selling author and lecturer, 
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie is a self-proclaimed 
feminist who argues that we spend too much time 
teaching girls and boys gender-specific behaviors and 
attitudes as opposed to focusing and encouraging 
their actual humanity and innate abilities that would 
allow them to add value to the communities they 
belong to regardless of gender identity. This portrait 
tries to capture a radical Igbo Nigerian thinker who in 
the West has an even more complicated, and more 
racialized narrative thrust upon her. As the other 
women in this series of portraits, she speaks and acts 
within the context of the power that connects us all. 

The music starts with a pop-like, cosmopolitan theme 
representing her status as a modern Nigerian woman 
who stands in the face of traditional patriarchal norms. 
The theme is re-contextualized in a more conservative 
setting reflective of what many women of color who 
were born and socialized in a more Western context 
view as a feminism that may not always reflect the way 
race plays a part in how women of color, Black women 
in particular, are often ostracized within the context of 
Western feminist constructs. Regardless of how she is 
viewed and how her work is engaged, I believe that 
Chimamanda draws on the same ancestral wisdom and 
energy as all women of Afrikan descent have to do the 
work of engaging hearts and minds to think differently 
about ourselves and each other. This is represented in 
the more reflective passages. In spite of patriarchal 
infrastructure, misogyny, and other such barriers, 
Chimamanda persists, and the world is better for 
having her voice heard. 

America would not know the extent to which Blacks 
were persecuted in the south after slavery had legally 
ended if it were not for the valiant research and 
reporting of Mrs. Ida B. Wells. Her work to create 
equitable standing between white and Black people, 
men and women, rich and poor, created a lasting 
legacy that should never be forgotten. 



Movements:

I. Portrait of Queen Nzinga (1583-1633)
II. Portrait of Ida B. Wells (1862-1931)
III. Portrait of Angela Davis (1944- )
IV. Portrait of Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie (1977- )

Cellists:
Pei-An Chao
Mary Davis
Cora Kuyvenhoven
Wendy Morton





8. Blues In August- The Urban Art 
Ensemble

Blues In August was commissioned by the Johnstone Fund for 
New Music and premiered at the Short North Stage in Columbus, 

Ohio as part of the Year of August Wilson Festival on August 17th, 
2016.

“Foreigners in a strange land, they carry as part and parcel 
of their baggage a long line of separation and dispersement 
which informs their sensibilities and marks their conduct as 
they search for ways to reconnect, to reassemble, to give 
clear and luminous meaning to the song which is both a 
wail and a whelp of joy.”- August Wilson

Stories are a powerful thing. They uplift and edutain. 
They help us to remember who we’ve been, and allow 
us to shape who we’ll be. The story of Blacks in 
America is as much a story of pain and suffering as it 
is one of unprecedented resilience and strength. 
August understood the power of this story and made 
telling it his life’s work. I hope to honor the great 
playwrights Spirit by continuing to explore that rich 
history and telling the most human of stories.

Taking a cue from the great Max Roach’s work with his 
double quartets (as captured on such recordings as 
Bright Moments, Easy Winners, and Live at 
Vilharmonie), I seek to engage the yet fertile space 
between European classical and African American 
improvised musics while harnessing the essence of 
the blues sensibility potently captured in the work of 
August Wilson. Using themes from several plays as a 
narrative guide, I’ve strived to create a five movement 
framework that celebrates the unbridled humanity in 
Wilson’s work.

MLII

Movements

I. Ma Rainey: Ma Rainey knew who she was and 
never let anyone tell her differently. The 
juxtaposition of the swinging bass and drums 
against the relatively straight rhythm of the string 
quartet plays on the tension that healthy sense of 
the Black self creates in America.

II. Fences: Troy was a great home run batter in the 
Negro Leagues, but he could never seem to catch a 
break outside the diamond. He got a few base hits 
and as soon as it looked like he was going to bring 
them all home, he struck out which is represented 
by the unsettled rhythm of this piece.

III. Gem of the Ocean: August Wilson plays are deeply 
rooted in African spirituality, notions of identity, and 
being authentic in the face of oppressive 
circumstances. Here, Citizen receives absolution 
from his ancestors who reside in the City of the 
Bones (those who didn’t survive the Middle 
Passage and those who chose to die).

IV. Joe Turner: Joe Turner is the colloquial name for 
the white people who kidnapped free Blacks and 
delivered them to plantations and prison chain 
gangs (a common practice well into the 20th 
century). In this story, Herald Loomis gets caught 
and spends 7 years in prison (in the absence of due 
process) and upon his release, begins to search for 
his family. He finds them in Pittsburgh and also 
finds himself. The play ends when Bynum Walker 
recognizes the shift and says to Herald, “[y]ou look 
like new money.” This movement reflects on the 
beauty and pride authentic identity brings.



V. Blues In August: This final movement is a 
reflection on Wilson’s deep connection to the 
Ancestral spirit which manifested these 
incredible stories through him. Writing, for 
him was ritualistic, thus he understood, and 
took seriously, his responsibility to tell the 
story. This piece derives from a modified 
construct that might be heard played by a Jali 
(Griot) in Mali on a Kora, a12 stringed lute, 
and is intended to induce the calm and 
reflecting vibration needed for healing that 
occurs when one has accepted the truth of 
themselves.

Musicians:

Mark Lomax, II- dr
Edwin Bayard- t. & s. sax
Dean Hulett- bs
William Manley- vln
Erin Gilliland- vln
Norman Cardwell Murri- vla
Mary Davis- cello
William Menefield- conductor



Mark Lomax, II and the Urban Art Ensemble at the premier of Blues In August ( August 16, 2016)



III. Afro-Futurism: 
The Return to Uhuru

9. Tales of the Black Experience- 
The Mark Lomax Quartet

I composed Tales of the Black Experience the summer 
after I graduated high school. I was 18 years old. We 
premiered it at that years Juneteenth festival and I 
saved money from gigs to take my band, Blacklisted, 
into the studio to record it. The band consisted of my 
working band at the time. They were my brother 
Stephen (tenor and alto saxophones), Eddie Bayard 
(tenor sax), my best friend from high school, Chris 
Hoyte (alto and tenor), and Steve ‘Paco’ Grier 
(percussion). We hadn’t found a consistent bassist so 
we called in a friend to make the date. That August 
session at Thornapple Recording Studios was my first 
session as a leader, and it didn’t go as planned! The 
bassist had to borrow a bass for the session and had 
problems with the music. It was different, not because 
of the music itself, but because I had begun working to 
compose from the deepest Spiritual place I could 
access which required the musicians to play from a 
similar space. My musical aesthetic had evolved 
beyond the notes. 

We didn’t get through the music that day and I had to 
find another bassist. The feeling of waste dominated 
my thoughts. I felt we had wasted time and money, but 
I knew I had learned much and that the music was 
worth recording. The next session was almost a year 
later and was held in a friends garage. The ensemble 
had changed a bit. Instead of three saxophones, we 
had lost one alto/tenor player, Chris, and gained 

Ansyn Banks on trumpet, and bassist Chris Haney who 
was playing with Pharez Whitted, one of our mentors. 
We got through it this time, but in a marathon session 
that would become characteristic of a Lomax project, I 
didn’t feel that I/We had captured the Spirit of the 
music. The music we released from that session 
became the CD Blacklisted which contained 
compositions by my brother, Stephen and myself. It 
was cool, but wasn’t what I knew I was supposed to 
do.

Again, I saved my money. By this time another friend, 
Jon Rezin, had entered the recording program at City 
College of New York (CCNY) and offered to record us 
for free if I could get us there. I called the cats and all 
agreed to go, but we needed to find another bassist. 
The great Eddie Brookshire from Dayton, Ohio had 
played with Elvin Jones and the Coasters among many 
others. I had heard him playing with Pharez and his 
spirit was so strong that I thought I heard the bass 
speaking to me! I gave him a call and he agreed to go 
having never played with us before. This was my third 
session as a leader and the first time I was leading a 
band out of the state. It had to work this time! 

I made the arrangements, booked the hotels, paid all 
the tolls and we arrived in NYC ready to record with 
John at CCNY. I was learning that things always 
happen! This time, Eddie had a leak in his horn that 
needed fixing. We waited several hours for him and my 
brother to get back, and upon their return, Stephen 
said he was too tired to play. I looked at him like he 
was crazy! We had words, and we recorded the music. 
It had a fire it hadn’t had before. It wasn’t perfect, but it 
worked!! In reflecting about why that session turned 
out differently than the previous two, I learned that I 
was comparing the music I composed and the way we



played it, to the sound, composition, and playing 
templates that were in my head. Those templates had 
been set by Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Duke 
Ellington, Thelonious Monk and, of course, Max Roach. 
It had taken me three years, a trip to New York, and a 
fight with my brother to realize that I had to hear my 
music for what it was… MY MUSIC! We added poetry 
by Scott Woods and Vernell Bristow and finally 
released Tales of the Black Experience by the Mark 
Lomax Sektet (Sektet is the Sun Boat in ancient Kemet 
that carried Ra into the light) in 2001 proud of the work 
and growth it represented.

My 18 year old self wrote the following note for the 
premier:

Tales of the Black Experience is a set of musical 
tales depicting the African-American experience - past, 
present, and future. The first composition in the Meditation 
on Blackness” series dealing with the issue of Blacks in 
America, Tales of the Black Experience combines poetry 
and modern jazz to act as a preface to the coming 
compositions. Its 10 musical selections and five poetic 
narrations deal with different eras of African-American 
history, from per-colonial West Africa through slavery and 
on to complete emancipation, a goal toward which we are 
still striving. The piece ends on a philosophical note: the 
ultimate goal for Black America is to transcend the still 
rampant slave mentality and to claim ourselves spiritually, 
socially, and economically. The goal of Tales of the Black 
Experience, is to challenge the listener to draw their own 
conclusions and act on them to better not only themselves, 
but all people. 

Sound familiar?!?

The music presented in this set is arranged for my 
quartet, Eddie Bayard, William Menefield, and Dean 
Hulett. Honestly, it felt surreal playing this music 20 
years after the first recording to both Eddie and I. We 
hadn’t performed T.O.B.E. since the last recording 
session in 2000. I must admit, the music holds up. 
While it brought back many memories and ideas from 
my younger self, it strikes me as still relevant and 
takes on new life in the hands of these very capable 
musicians. In composing the music for 400: An Afrikan 
Epic I realized that this was a purpose I was born to. 
My life’s work has always been to use music as a 
means of telling our story in order to elevate the 
consciousness of the listener to be and do better. I 
have evolved and advanced in both skill and 
knowledge, but that goal remains the same. This work, 
and my work in general, seeks to “challenge the 
listener to draw their own conclusions and act on them 
to better not only themselves, but all people. 

Asé & Amen.

MLII

Movements: 

I. Africa- the Drum sings a song of praise to the Ancestors.
II. The Coast of Afrika- After being captured by raiders, the 

prisoners are marched to the coast toward an unfathomable 
future unknown. The music is a 16 bar C minor blues from in 
5/4 time with a turn around in 6/4.

III. The Middle Passage is a movement that draws upon several 
elements for its construction. The song is a freely structured 
piece in Eb minor that reflects the terror, anger, strength, and 
uncertainty of the captured Afrikans who are represented by 
the floating horn lines and melodies. The drum pattern 
represents the sense that escape is only possible through 
death. The constant 5/4 rhythm and effects from the bass



III. (cont’d) throughout the movement aurally implies the 
body of the ship and the ominous inevitability of death in 
the bowels of this demon. 

IV. Slavery in the New World is an altered blues in F minor 
with a bridge. Originally in 5/4, the new arrangement frees 
the music from this constriction as the composer has 
evolved his thinking to the possibility that both those who 
chose death and those who chose to survive had to have 
found a measure of spiritual freedom that allowed them to 
see their choice through. 

V. Structurally, Visions of Freedom, is setup as an AABA 
form with the five measure bridge modulating metrically. 
The configuration is three bars of 5/4, a bar of 3/4 and a 
bar of 4/4, which presents no easy challenge for the 
soloist, not to mention the key is Ab minor. 

VI. Musically, Emancipation is structured much like The 
Middle Passage. The harmony is based on each 
improvisation. This song, more than any represented on 
this recording reflects my early studies of Ornette 
Coleman’s Harmelodic concept.

VII. Set in the G melodic minor mode, The Hunt reflects the 
spirits of enslaved Afrikans hunting for their stolen 
identities. 

VIII.Transcendence is a feature for Eddie and Will in F minor 
where it vamps before swinging in Bb. There is a 7/4 bar 
at the end of the form. Seven being the perfect number 
and representing completion, this movement represent 
the perfection of our Human Beingness. 

IX. Rapture is a straightforward ballad also in F minor. Listen, 
feel, and understand that it takes work to be free. 

Musicians:

Mark Lomax, II- dr
Edwin Bayard- ts
William Menefield- pno
Dean Hulett- bs



Edwin Bayard



10. Ankh & the Tree of Life- The Mark 
Lomax Trio

The Ankh as been a symbol associated with the 
goddess Aset, the god Amun, and many others but has 
always symbolized eternal life. In this set of 
improvisations, the trio uses sound, shifts of tempo 
and timber to reflect the complexities of life and the 
unending cycle of energy. Spirit is energy and Human 
beings have spirits. If energy cannot be created or 
destroyed, then we cannot die in the sense that our 
energy, like all things, evolves and changes form. This 
speaks to why Afrikans are so connected to their 
Ancestors. There has long been an understanding that 
our Spirit energy is immortal. We recorded this in my 
basement during the residency at Dennison in 2017.

Tree of Life is another improvisation inspired by my 
reading of the Tree of Life Meditation System (TOLM), a 
book by Ra Un Never Amen. TOLM outlines principles 
of wholistic meditation drawn from the authors 
research and understanding of the Metu Neter, the 
Kemetic writing system. The text examines the 11 key 
components of human behavior and suggests a 
process to gain balance with the Self. In ancient times, 
Kemetic peoples believed that in order to be fully 
Human, one must unite the three parts of the spirit, the 
Ka (spirit double), Ba (the part of the soul that 
continued after death), and the Akh (the part of the 
spirit that had the ability to commune with the divine). 
The practice of TOLM has helped my evolution toward 
becoming an optimized Human Being.

Tree of Life was recorded at Relay Recording Studio

in August of 2018. After a brief discussion of the 
concept, Dean had an idea to illustrate the spiritual 
vibration and it created an ethereal soundscape that 
launched the trio into an exciting exploration! 

Together, the two pieces reflect a return to spiritual 
practices that existed before the Ma’afa.

MLII



Tracks:

1. Ankh
2. Tree of Life

Musicians:

Mark Lomax, II- dr
Edwin Bayard- ts
Dean Hulett- bs





11. Spirits of the Egungun- The Ogún 
Meji Duo

In the Yoruba tradition, Egungun is the visible 
manifestation of the Ancestors in the realm of the 
living. This occurrence is celebrated with a festival 
lasting several days with dance, drumming, symbolic 
costumes and masks, and rituals that strengthens the 
bonds between people and their Ancestors. 

This recording by The Ogún Meji Duo continues the 
spiritual and philosophical return to Self that must 
happen for healing and transformation to occur in 
Black America. It opens with the Drum singing the 
Ancestral hymn that appears throughout the cycle. It is 
an invocation that requests the presence of the 
Ancestor to guide our steps, help our understanding 
and decision making, and help us see that which is 
unseen. The theme is then picked up by the saxophone 
and the percussive texture shifts. As is customary, the 
Duo engage in deep conversation.
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Spirits:

I. Spirits I
II. Spirits II 
III. Spirits III
IV. Spirits IV

Musicians:

Edwin Bayard- ts 
Mark Lomax, II- dr



12. Afrika United

In 2017, I was honored to be selected as one of 14 
speakers for the ninth TEDx Columbus event. The 
theme was trust and while working on the TED talk, it 
occurred to me that of all the issues European 
(including America) imperialism generally, slavery and 
colonialism specifically, have left in their wake, the 
inability to trust ourselves and each other is the 
greatest threat to our healing and sustained collective 
action toward substantive transformation. In the talk I 
assert that, “the problem is not that we don’t know 
how to trust, it’s that we’ve been socialized toward the 
material world to such an extent that we no longer 
trust our innermost authentic selves. I believe that we 
find our power through the transformation that 
happens when we learn to trust ourselves. We become 
powerful in that moment, and by extension, we are 
better able to connect to other powerful Humans and 
work together to transform each other and the world 
around us.”  

When we learn to trust ourselves, things start to come 
into balance. Ma’at is the ancient Kemetic philosophy 
of balance with the Self, the people (community) and 
the cosmos (various notions of deity). This is a deeply 
spiritual concept. By trusting ourselves and coming 
into balance with all, it becomes easier to see the All in 
us and our individual selves in the All. This trust of 
Self, allows us to connect with and trust others in ways 
that lead to what I call Active Trust. Active trust is the 
agency that comes with collective purpose. The Haitian 
Rebellion is a manifestation of active trust. The 
American Civil Rights movement is an attempt at 
active trust. It failed because our  collective trust was

was not in ourselves, but in white America to change 
its ways based on a march or other more violent 
responses to racism and oppression. 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. gave us a how to engage 
with agency toward transformation in his last speech, I 
See The Promised Land, which he delivered in 
Memphis, Tennessee on April 3, 1968 at the Mason 
Temple Church of God in Christ. King instructed us to 
unite, keep relevant issues in front of us, control our 
economic resources, and build and sustain Black 
institutions. He had lived the how and his what echoed 
what we had heard other leaders offer before him and 
we still hear it today. The question is why? If we know 
the answer to our problems, why haven’t we solved 
them in a substantive way yet? I think it is because we 
have worked since the end of legal slavery to secure 
the trappings of freedom to such an extent that we 
have yet to focus on the real power that got us through 
slavery. Spirit Power. Some have called it ‘Soul Power,’ 
King has used the concept of love as a form of power, 
but few, if any of our leaders have pointed to the need 
to first heal from the inside out before engaging the 
material. This is not a criticism. In fact, what are a 
newly “freed” people going to do to sustain 
themselves without the ability to earn, a place to live, 
clothes to wear, and food to eat? Any ethnic group in 
the position of formerly enslaved Afrikans would have 
made the same choice. I am simply offering that a 
study of the way many of our spiritual leaders and 
prophetic voices such as King and Shabazz shifted 
toward the end of their lives point to an evolution of 
their prospective toward the development of this
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innerverse. 

Of course, this has absolutely nothing to do 
with rel igion. I t does, however, have 
everything to do with our Spirits. The Dogon 
are a prime example of this. How have they 
developed the scientific and spiritual 
advances they have when they have existed in 
subhuman contexts by Western standards? 
They are a people with a highly developed 
innerverse. A spiritual existence that goes 
beyond the material. This is something that 
was common across the continent of Afrika. 
How else did they create advance sciences, 
technology, and complex spiritual systems? It 
is because there was first balance. This 
balance allowed the development and growth 
of spiritual and material resources that led to 
great advancements. Many teachings of this 
way of being were destroyed by European and 
other invaders.

In effect, Afrika United, builds on King’s four 
steps serving as an artistic template for how 
we might move forward together. Step one: 
find Ma’at by learning to trust oneself. Step 
two: use the new found Self concept to engage 
in deep community to build circles of trust. 
Step three: unite the communities. Step four: 
activate the trust and use the power to 
transform the world. 



This is my gift to the world. My purpose in 
life. I will continue to do all I can to honor 
our ancestors and help my people heal 
through our stories. I hope this cycle 
ignites a process of transformation in 
each and every listener. 

Asante Sana,
Dr. Mark Lomax, II
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3. United
4. Power
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